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services
Challenges, opportunities
and solutions for machine
manufacturers and suppliers



Dear reader 



Did you know that the development and acquisition of machines 
account for just 10 percent of the costs during their entire life cycle?
The remaining 90 percent are for their maintenance, operation and 
disposal!



This means: 

Excellent customer orientation and outstanding service are among the 
most important success factors of industrial companies today, 
alongside reliable quality. Professional after-sales services not only 
serve customer loyalty, but are also increasingly crystallising as a 
source of revenue. 



This is particularly important for machine manufacturers and suppliers 
as well as OEMs, because their industrial goods have a long service life 
of up to 40 years. 



Digitalisation as a driver of Industry 4.0 offers invaluable opportunities 
to automate after-sales processes and establish them as a 
separate business area. 



After all, customers today no longer just buy a product. They buy 
services.



We have recognised this potential and developed a modern after-
sales platform. We are explicitly addressing small and medium-sized 
OEMs, machine manufacturers and suppliers. Because it is a particular 
challenge for them to digitalise their processes. But this is exactly what
they have to do to position themselves in the competition and to open 
up new sources of revenue.



From discussions with our customers and interested parties, we know 
how urgent the need for action is and which topics particularly concern
the machinery manufacturing and distribution industry with regard to 
the digitalisation of their service offerings. With this report, we want 
to share this knowledge with you. 



We wish you an informative read! And if you are thinking about 
digitalising your after-sales services yourself: let's talk!
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€0.5M - 2M
Large OEMs are investing in setting up their own after-sales 
service platforms. Using existing solutions saves considerable 
development costs.

After all, customers
today no longer just
buy a product.
They buy services.


“
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What keeps machine manufacturers and suppliers 
from expanding their after-sales services?

The challenges: 

Lack of resources

Outdated documentation processes

The major industrial companies are leading the way: They have long since recognized that the expansion 
of services in mechanical engineering is essential if they are to continue to operate profitably and 
competitively in the future. 



Most of the leading machine manufacturers and suppliers as well as OEMs have developed their own 
business units from this, which bind customers for many years and ensure regular income. Often, the 
revenue from after-sales services even exceeds that from the sale of the machines themselves.



And yet, smaller companies in particular are leaving this potential untapped. They certainly think about 
it, but ultimately they shy away from it. What are their biggest challenges in expanding their services? 
We took a closer look at three of them.


Expanding and monetizing customer service takes 
manpower, expertise and budget. While large 
companies have extensive budgets for in-house 
tech development solutions, companies in the 
midmarket usually lack the capital and the 
knowledge to build their own internal after-
sales solution.


Paperwork, customer card indexes and printed operating manuals that can't be found when needed cost 
time and money. Digital solutions such as an automated ticketing system and an online-based 
knowledge database offer invaluable benefits here.

Maintenance processes are often not documented 
at all or only minimally. But this is precisely where 
the potential for expanding after-sales measures 
lies. Only those who know what is going on at the 
customers’ can also offer them the appropriate 
service.

Unclear offers

Digitisation of after-sales services

75% of small and mid-sized OEMs 
in the packaging industry 
perceive their customer service to 
be cost and time-inefficient.

Read our article


Machine Resource Management (MRM) as 
an opportunity - what's behind it?

It's time to act!

https://makula.io/how-sme-machine-suppliers-and-distributors-can-digitalise-their-after-sales-services/
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How do machine manufacturers and their customers 
benefit from the expansion of their services?

The advantages:

Is it possible to define the extent to which after-sales services are a key building block for success? Yes. 
There are numerous arguments in favor of machine manufacturers and OEMs establishing and 
expanding this area. Because:



The service offering creates new sources of revenue and increases income.


Good service creates loyalty and makes customers irreplaceable. They therefore increase customer 
loyalty and convert buyers into regular customers.


By working closely with customers, they gain important insights and suggestions that are valuable for 
the further development of their products.


Technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) provide valuable data 
that can drive new innovations. However, it is also important that this data is then put to use.


Through excellent service offerings, they can differentiate themselves from the competition, extend their 
advantage and shape their own brand.

Digitisation of after-sales services

They reduce their downtime, a key point 
considering the average cost of an unplanned 
downtime across the F&B packaging industry  is 
between 15.000 and 25.000 euros per hour 


They reduce their fixed costs by paying 
according to expenditure and according to benefit


They minimize their risks, because the 
manufacturer is responsible for the functioning of 
the system


They draw on better know-how, because: No 
one knows better about the functioning of a 
machine than the manufacturer himself


They can rely on high quality and care. The 
manufacturer himself is interested in a long service 
life of the machine



They keep maintenance and repair work at a reasonable level and can be sure that they will not be talked 
into unnecessary services

But that is only one side of the coin. Because what are after-sales services all about? 
That's right: about the customers. 

Customers are the focus - and that's why they benefit to a special degree. 


Learn more

Servitization as a success factor: 
what models are there?
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https://makula.io/industry-4-0-what-is-servitisation-why-oems-should-not-miss-this-opportunity%EF%BF%BC/
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The importance of aftermarket lifetime value for OEMs

Background:

Customer lifetime value is familiar to many. But what counts just as much for OEMs is aftermarket 
lifetime value. What does it mean?

 

The Aftermarket Lifetime Value expresses the value that an OEM or machine distributor can achieve 
during the life cycle of a machine in relation to its purchase price. To determine this, the following 
parameters play a role:

How long is the life cycle of the 
machine? 
Maintenance and regular servicing make 
an essential contribution to extending the 
life cycle. And the longer the life cycle, the 
longer the service contract.


What is the market penetration during 
the life cycle of the machine? 
The decisive factor is the number of 
machines for which services have been 
agreed - in other words, everything 
beyond sales and warranty.


What is the average annual service 
revenue per machine? 
Here, all revenues related to after-sales 
services are included and set in relation to 
thepurchase price.


OEMs are in an optimal position to increase their aftermarket lifetime value. They know their products 
better than any third-party supplier and usually have an intact network of customers and sales partners. 
They can incorporate their knowledge 1:1 into the research and development of their production.

For more information on the relevance of 
aftermarket lifetime value, see our article.

is the average profit margin before 
interest and taxes (EBIT) for  
aftermarket services.
 

For the sale of new machines.


25%

10%

Digitisation of after-sales services

Read Now

of packaging company service 
technicians expect digital 
solutions from their OEMs, for 
example in the supply of spare 
parts or for more transparency 
about their machine fleet.


%90

https://makula.io/after-sales-management-the-importance-of-aftermarket-lifetime-value-for-oems/
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How can after-sales services be identified 
and implemented?

Realisation:

Identifying suitable services requires a change of perspective. What is important is what customers 
need. After all, their needs are the focus. Important questions for finding them can be:

The next step is to concretise the offers:

What bothers our customers?


What distracts them from their core business?


What poses risks for them?


What are their current challenges?


What could give them a competitive advantage?


What competencies do we have that our customers need?


Which processes can we simplify for them, for example 
through digitization or automation?


For the implementation itself, there is hardly any way around a digital service platform. Such platforms 
offer an easier way to keep track of the various services and respond immediately to any requests. 



The functions range from an automated ticketing system to comprehensive machine resource 
management that digitally maps the entire life cycle of a machine. 



This also results in another advantage, namely the function as a digital knowledge database. From the 
serial number to the inspection cycle to previous problem solutions and current manuals, all information 
can be accessed on one platform. This is all the more important when operations are spread across 
different buildings or even multiple locations.


Learn more

From brain drain to brain gain: why is it so 
important to bundle knowledge in the company?

Digitisation of after-sales services

of small and medium-sized OEMs in the 
packaging industry would like to monetize 
their after-sales services

%85

https://makula.io/digital-knowledge-management-brain-gain-instead-of-brain-drain-in-mechanical-engineering%EF%BF%BC/
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How an automated ticketing system works?

From the practice:

With digitalisation, customer service has also changed. Being on hold for hours in telephone support is a 
thing of the past. Especially in the customer service of machine manufacturers and dealers, speed and 
reliability are in demand. 90 % of customers expect to have an "immediate" answer to their 
question to the customer service.  And "immediately" means within 10 minutes for 60 % of them!



This is hardly possible without a digital ticketing system. The big advantage compared to manual 
systems is always that the processes are automated and thus save a lot of effort - while at the same 
time improving performance for customers.

Learn more about how an automated ticketing 
system works and its benefits

Read Now

What is an automated 
ticketing system?
An automated ticketing system is a central platform that collects and 
documents all customer requests from receipt to beyond completion. Each 
incoming support request is recorded as a potential work order. The so 
called "ticket" has a unique number and can be viewed throughout the 
entire handling process. The assignment to a specific employee can also be 
done automatically. This prevents, among other things, two employees from 
unknowingly working on the same ticket at the same time - or even the 
ticket being completely lost. 



After the successful completion of the request, the ticket is closed again, but 
remains stored in the history.



A well-maintained ticket history improves and speeds up customer service. 
The stored information can be applied to future requests and may even 
contain important input for new product development. Another advantage: 
The ticket history and the document digitalisation enable customers to solve 
their issues proactively. This is especially useful outside the warranty period 
or when customers do not have an SLA contract as it saves the OEM or 
machine distributor time and money.


is the share of services in the gross national 
product in Germany.

% 70

Digitisation of after-sales services

https://makula.io/tickets-please-how-an-automated-ticketing-system-improves-your-customer-service/
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Benefit from these features:

About Makula
Makula's digital after-sales service platform maps the entire lifecycle of a machine in a digital profile.

This allows operators and factories to manage their entire machine fleet from a single location. 



With this form of machine resource management, users can offer their customers a holistic portfolio of 
after-sales services, making their support as efficient as possible.

Digitisation of after-sales services

Automated ticketing system 
Error messages, failures or spare parts 
orders land directly with the service 
department


Ticket management 
All requests and their solutions are 
bundled, distributed and stored on the 
platform. The complete history becomes 
part of the digital life cycle of the machine


QR code 
All relevant information can be accessed 
by simply scanning the code on the 
machine. This is the easiest way to log in 
on the platform and instantly create a 
ticket.


Machine Resource Management 
The complete life cycle of a machine is 
mapped on the platform from purchase, 
spare parts and maintenance to manuals 
and documentation


Customer Resource Management 
All customer information is stored 
centrally and can be managed easily and 
securely here.


Maintenance Forms 
On-site maintenance forms are digitalised 
on the platform and can be signed by the 
customer to be then directly stored on 
Makula.


Planned Maintenance  
On-site visits to facilities can be easily 
scheduled through the integrated 
calendar feature.


Automatic notifications 
Whether faults, failures or reminders of 
due maintenance: The system actively 
informs about all relevant incidents


Dashboard 
Services can be analysed and exported as 
a report via the interactive dashboard.


Compatibility 
Makula can be easily integrated in over 
300 popular ERP and CRM solutions







Imagine Makula like a facebook for machines, in which each machine has its own profile picture 
and digital profile, accessible by all your customers! What can we do for you?

Makula Technology GmbH 
Bachstraße 12, 10555 Berlin, Germany

info@makula.io

https://www.linkedin.com/company/makula-technology/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/makula-technology/
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